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1. Suppose H is a complex Hilbert space and D is a dense linear subset 
of H. A real subalgebra ‘3 of the complex algebra End (D) will be called a 
*-algebra of unbounded operators (on H, with invariant domain D) if it satisfies 
at least the conditions (1) and (2): 
(1) IEFL 
(2) For all A E 2I there exists A+ E ‘3l such that (Ax, y) = (x, A+y) 
for all X, y E D. 
Note that one example is any C*-algebra with identity, in which case we can 
take D = H. (The point is that despite our terminology, the operators of 2l 
could all be bounded.) 
We will say that an operator A in ‘% is positive (write “A > 0”) if 
(Ax, x) > 0 for all x in D. We will call a real linear functional h on ‘8 
positive if for every A in ‘8, X(A+) = X(A) and if A 3 0 then h(A) > 0. 
An obvious example of a positive linear functional X on ‘?I is given by 
X(A) = Re(A , ) h x x w ere x is fixed in D. We will call such a X an elementary 
linear functional on %. 
QUESTION. Is every positive linear functional on ‘3 a countable sum of 
elementary ones ? 
If H is finite dimensional the answer is of course yes, while if ‘?Zl is a C*- 
algebra the answer is, in general, no (see Theorem 1). For this reason alone 
it is of some interest that there are *-algebras of unbounded operators for 
which the answer to our Question is yes. It is much more interesting that 
among the examples of algebras admitting an affirmative answer there are 
such important examples as the algebra of partial differential operators on 
Euclidean space with polynomial coefficients (in this example we take D 
to be the Schwartz space of functions on Euclidean space). 
1 This work was supported in part by NSF Grant 3421. 
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For a *-algebra $I to admit an affirmative answer to the Question we will 
prove, as the main result of this paper, that it is enough for ‘?I to satisfy (l), 
P), and 
(3) PI has countable dimension. 
(4) There is d in 91 which is the restriction to D of the inverse of a 
completely continuous operator on H. 
(5) For every sequence {xn} in D such that (Ax,} is a weakly convergent 
sequence for all A in ?I we have that the weak limit of the sequence {xn} 
exists and is in D. (Actually we automatically know that {xn} has a limit 
because I E BI.) 
The proof of this result involves some analysis on the compact Hausdorff 
spacey = {y E H ) [Iy I/ < l> and the dense subset X = {x E D 1 I/ x 11 = I> 
(where the topology on Y is w* or weak topology of H). The idea is to carry 
a positive linear functional h on 81 back to one on a vector space V 
of unbounded functions on X. (The functions in I’ are of the form 
fA(x) = Re (Ax, x), A E ‘$1.) The positive linear functional on V can be 
represented as integration with respect to a finite positive measure m on X, 
in a result which generalizes one of the classical moment problems. The proof 
of this generalized moment problem occupies Section 3 of the paper. In 
Section 4 we first prove that the vector space V satisfies the hypotheses of the 
moment theorem and then we apply that theorem to obtain 
h(A) = lxfa dm = j Re(Ax, x) dm(x). 
X 
This would already be an affirmative answer to our Question if we were to 
replace the words “a countable sum” by “an integral.” However we can go 
further. Observe that if P, is the projection Pz(y) = (y, x) x (x E X, y E H) 
then (Ax, x) = tr(AP,). So we have 
h(A) = I, Re tr(AP,) dm(x), 
which, we might hope, could be written 
h(A) = Re tr(AL) L= 
s 
P, dm(x). 
x 
We will see in Theorem 5 that this can be carried out and that it is then a 
short step to our main result, Theorem 6. 
The author would like to express his thanks at this time to Robert Blattner 
for his valued conversation on the subject of this paper. 
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2. Before plunging into the long proof of our main result we will present 
in this section a miscellany of remarks and incidental results. Specifically we 
will give a brief discussion of the conditions (l)-(5); we will provide one 
negative answer to our Question, namely, Theorem 1; and we will establish 
an important example of an algebra satisfying conditions (l)-(5) which 
includes the example mentioned earlier, of polynomial coefficient differential 
operators. We may as well mention now that of course any C* algebra on a 
finite dimensional Hilbert space satisfies (l)-(5) and in this case our main 
result is well known. 
Now as to the conditions (l)-(5): (1) g uarantees that the constant functions 
are in the vector space I’. This in turn will mean that the measure m will 
be finite. Condition (2) may be restated thus: Regard every A in 21 as a 
densely defined operator on H; then A* is defined and we require that A* 
contains D in its domain and the restriction of A* to D lies in 91. That 
restriction is A+. Note that A* S A+ is densely defined so A is a closeable 
operator with closure A**. 
Condition (4) is the most interesting of the conditions on 2I and the least 
anticipated. It is used to prove Lemma 16 which says in effect that if (xn} 
is a sequence in D such that {fa(x,J} is a bounded sequence for all A in PI 
(recallfA(zc) = Re (Ax, x)), then {Ax,} is a Cauchy sequence. This is used 
in combination with (5) to show that the vector space of functionsfA satisfies 
two of the hypotheses of the generalized moment theorem. Very roughly 
these are (4’): The functions fA on X “blow up at infinity”; and (5’): While 
the functions fa on X are not continuous they do have a shred of that kind of 
tractability. Condition (4) also implies that H is separable (although that is a 
condition which we would otherwise be happy enough to assume where it 
is needed). Indeed only on a separable Hilbert space can we find a completely 
continuous operator with densely defined inverse. 
Condition (5) is a kind of closure condition. If we applied it to a set con- 
taining a single operator A it would assert that A is closed. Elsewhere we will 
prove that (5) is equivalent to saying that D is the intersection of the domains 
of the closures of the operators in ‘%. Furthermore, if ‘$I satisfies (l)-(4) but 
not (5), then D can be enlarged until 9I satisfies (l)-(5). 
The conditions (l)-(5) roughly parallel conditions (l’)-(5’) in Theorem 2, 
which is the generalized moment theorem. Conditions (4) and (5) are used 
together to obtain (4’) and (5’). Otherwise (l)-(3) imply (l’)-(3’) in that order. 
Now we turn to our example of a *-algebra of operators satisfying (l)-(5). 
Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g. Let R be a continuous 
unitary representation of G on the Hilbert space H. Let D be the subspace of 
H consisting of “Cm vectors” x such that for all y in H, g + (R(g) x, y) 
is a Cm function on G. Garding proved [l] that D is dense in H. Now the Lie 
algebra g has a representation dR on D by skew-symmetric operators (they 
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are actually essentially skew-adjoint but we do not need that fact). Let ‘2l 
be the algebra of operators on D generated by dR(g) and the identity I. 
Then 2l automatically fulfills (l)-(3). N ow it so happens that condition (4) 
is a rather natural one in this context. Indeed it is shown in [3] that (4) will 
be fulfilled if R is irreducible and G is a CCR group. (There is also a converse 
to this result: If whenever n is irreducible ‘% satisfies (4), then G is CCR.) 
We refer the reader to [3] for the definition of CCR and content ourselves 
with stating that if G is semisimple, nilpotent, or compact then it is due 
respectively to Harish Chandra, Kirillov, and Peter-Weyl that G is CCR. 
Kirillov in particular showed that in the nilpotent case ‘% is essentially the 
algebra of differential operators with polynomial coefficients on Euclidean 
space. A in this case may be taken to be 
a2 x12 + *.. + f&2 -ax - . . . 
1 
-&+I. 
1L 
This operator has eigenfunctions which are tensor products of the Hermite 
functions. The eigenvalues are positive integers, each occurring with finite 
multiplicity. Thus A-l is completely continuous. 
Condition (5) requires proof. 
LEMMA 1. If ix,,} is a weakly convergent sequence in D the space of “Cm 
vectors” of R, and if {Ax,} is weakly convergent for every 
A = dR(yl) * a.- * dR(n) (n ,..., ~,t E g), 
then the weak limit of (xn} lies in D. 
PROOF. Regard g as the Lie algebra of left-invariant vector fields (first 
order linear differential operators) on G. Then f(g) = (R(g) x0, y) (where 
x,, E D, y E H) defines a Cm function f on G. If y E g we have 
(rf) (g) = $f (g exp(ty)) 1 t=O = $ <R(g) R(exp(ty)) x0 , Y> 1 t=O 
= (Rk) dR(y) xo ,Y> 
= @R(y) xo , W*Y), 
which has a bound independent of g, namely, 11 dR(y) x0 11 /I y /I. If 
fn(g) = (R(g) x, , y) then we have 
(Yl * *** - nc fn) (g) = <dR(yl) - -. . - dR(y& x, > R(g) * Y > 
= +%l 9 R(g)*Y)* 
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Since the sequence {Ax,} is weakly convergent, the sequence {rr * . . . * rkfn} 
is pointwise convergent. Since a weakly convergent sequence is bounded, 
{Ax,} is bounded, and therefore {ri . . . . . rkfn} is bounded. It follows that 
(fn} converges uniformly with all its derivatives to f defined by 
f(g) = (JW lim x, , r>. 
Thenf(g) must be a Cm function on G, so lim x, E D. Q.E.D. 
Since this lemma is just condition (5) for the algebra 2I generated by 
dR(g), we have established our example. 
For the counterexample involving C* algebras we will make casual use of 
an easy result which plays a more significant role later. This result is the 
well-known equivalence between positivity and boundedness on certain 
normed, ordered vector spaces. 
LEMMA 2. Let 23 be a real normed linear space having a partial vector order- 
ing < and a “unit element” I such that for all 6 E 23, 11 b 11 < 1 if and ont’y if 
I 2 b > - I. Then a linear functional h on b is bounded and has the property 
h(l) = // h /I ifand only ifh ispositive (i.e., /\(b) 3 0 ifb > 0). 
PROOF. If X is positive and // 6 II < 1 then I> b > -I so 
h(I) 3 h(b) 3 - 40 so // X jj < h(l). Since h(b) actually attains the value 
A(I) as b ranges over 11 b II < 1, we have /j h II = A(I). 
Now suppose (1 h II = h(1). Take b E 23, b > 0. We must show h(b) > 0. 
Without loss of generality suppose II b jl < 1. Then I > b > 0 so 
I > I - b 3 0. So 11 I - b /I < 1. Then 
X(I) 3 II X II III - b II 3 I 41) - X(b) I 2 h(l) - W). 
So h(b) > 0. 
COROLLARY. Let B be as in Lemma 2 and let 23, be a subspace containing I. 
If X1 is a positive linear functional on 2& then h, extends to a positive linear 
functional h on b and h is bounded with norm II X II = h,(I). 
PROOF. A, is bounded with norm Ij A, ]I = hi(I) by Lemma 2. Extend A1 
to a bounded linear functional h on 23 having the same norm by Hahn- 
Banach. Then X(I) = h,(l) so II h // = 11 A, /I = h,(l) = X(I). Thus by Lemma 2, 
X is positive. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1 (I. E. Segal, p, 85 of [5]). Let % be a C* algebra of operators 
with identity on a separable Hilbert space H. Suppose that ‘% contains a self- 
adjoint operator A whose spectrum contains a value which is not actually an 
eigenvalue of A. Then the answer to the Question for ‘$l is no. 
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PROOF. Let ‘3, denote the C* subalgebra of 2l generated by A and 1. 
We will reduce the question on 91 to the same question on Btr via Lemma 2. 
Let 23 denote the real linear space of self-adjoint elements in 4%. Let 
%, = ‘3, n B. Now suppose that we have been able to prove that the answer 
to the Question for 91, is no. Then there is a positive linear functional A, on 
?I, (i.e., X,(/l,+) = h(A,) is real for all A, in !& and is > 0 if A, > 0) which 
is not a countable sum of elementary ones. If we can extend A, to a positive 
linear functional h on 4I then we will have an example of a positive linear 
functional on ‘3 which is not a countable sum of elementary ones, proving 
that the answer to our Question for ‘??I is no. 
But since h,(Ar+) = A,(/$) (A, E %J we have hi(i23r) = 0 and A, is deter- 
mined by its values on the ordered normed linear space 23, . Note that B 
is also ordered and normed and satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2. Since 
I E %r we may apply the Corollary to Lemma 2 to obtain the positive exten- 
sion X of A, to 23. Set h(i23) = 0 and we have extended h to a positive linear 
functional (in the sense of Section 1) on ‘8. 
Thus it is enough to establish the theorem for the case BI = ‘3, . To do this 
let e C R denote the spectrum of A and let E be the spectral measure on u 
whose values are projections on H and is such that 
A = j t dE(t). 
0 
(The existence of E is the spectral theorem.) Then every A, E 211 may be 
written uniquely in the form 
A, = s fi(t) dE(t) -a- (*), 0 
where fi is a continuous complex-valued function on the compact set u. 
Moreover, 11 A, 11 is the sup norm offi . Now let s E CJ be a noneigenvalue of A. 
Define A1 by h,(A,) = Ref,(s), w h ere A, and fr are related by (*). A1 is 
certainly real linear and h,(A,+) = Ref,(s) = Ref,(s) = X,(A,). &(A,) > 0 
if A, > 0 because A, 2 0 if and only iffr 3 0. Thus A, is positive. Suppose 
now that it is a sum of elementary linear functionals. Then there is a sequence 
{xn} in H such that 
C /I x, II2 < co and A,(&) = c WAlx,n, x,> 
?A n 
for all A, in 9X, . Then for all continuousf, on (T the last equality reads 
Refl(s) = c [ Refr(t) d 11 E(t) q, Ii”. 
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From this it follows that the measure m defined by 
dm(t) = C 11 &f(t) .r, /If 
n 
is concentrated at the point S. But then each of the vectors x,, must be 0 or 
an eigenvector of A corresponding to S; but s is not an eigenvalue. This 
contradiction proves that h, is not a countable sum of elementary linear 
functionals. Q.E.D. 
REMARKS. In this proof “countable sum of elementary linear functionals” 
could be replaced by “an integral of elementary linear functionals.” Then a 
little more would have to be said by way of explanation and justification but 
not much. The point is that the Question with “countable sum” replaced 
“integral” is a more natural question to put about C*-algebras; but even 
this more natural and general question could be answered negatively by 
reworking Theorem 1. 
There are of course infinite dimensional C*-algebras about which Theo- 
rem 1 has nothing definite to say, but they are of a very special nature. The 
condition on a self-adjoint operator-that every spectral value be an eigen- 
value-implies that its spectrum is countable, provided H is separable. One 
can devise C*-algebras in which the self-adjoint operators have no spectral 
values which are not eigenvalues by taking countable direct sums of finite 
dimensional matrix C*-algebras in the right way. A natural guess is that such 
countable sums and their subalgebras are the only C*-algebras for which the 
answer to our Question is yes. 
3. The main result of this section is Theorem 2. (Theorem 3 which is also 
proved here could properly be regarded as part of Theorem 2.) The theorem 
is a generalization of Theorem 2 of [6], which is a classical moment problem 
in several variables; and the proof of Theorem 2 of this paper was suggested 
by and modeled after the proof in [6]. 
The general idea is that we have a vector space V of real-valued functions 
on a completely regular space X. We assume that V contains the constants, 
that it is “approximately an algebra” of functions (condition (2’) in Theo- 
rem 2) and that there is a vestige of continuity to the functions of V (con- 
dition (5’)). Now if the functions in I’ were all bounded and continuous 
then any positive linear functional on V could be extended to C(Y) (where Y 
is the Stone-Cech compactification of X) by the Corollary to Lemma 2. 
Then the positive extension to C(Y) could be represented by a measure 
on Y. 
But the functions of V are not bounded and we want a measure on X, not 
just on Y. It turns out that the first problem helps to solve the second one. 
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We have to use some more of the assumptions on V, namely (3’): V has 
countable dimension. From this and the earlier assumptions we can find a 
sequence 1 = h, < h, < *.. in V such that every f in V is bounded relative 
to one of the h,‘s (i.e., f/h% is bounded; see Lemma 4). Then at least we can, 
by the argument given above, find a measure m, on Y representing h on 
{f E I/ 1 f/h, bounded} by h(f) = Jr (f/h,J dm, . One of the tricks of the 
proof (buried in the proof of Lemma 8 in an argument about sequences and 
subsequences) is to show that the extension of h to the measure m, can be 
carried out so that we have the consistency condition: (l/h,) dm, is a measure 
m on Y which is independent of n. Thus h(f) = Jy f dm for all f in V. 
Now we use the particular unboundedness of the functions in V. Condition 
(4’) says that for each point of Y not in X there is a function in V which “goes 
to infinity at that point.” We use this to show (in Lemma 5 and Lemma 8) 
that m(Y - X) = 0. (The argument is roughly that otherwise 
A(f) = jr f dm could not be finite valued for allf in V.) 
We have glossed over the problem posed by the discontinuity of the func- 
tions in V. Lemma 8 is Theorem 2 with the hypothesis that the functions in V 
are continuous on X. The general case is reduced to this one (in Lemmas 9-l 1) 
by simply altering the topology of X. The raison d’etre of condition (5’) on 
V is that when this alteration is made, (4’) still holds. 
THEOREM 2. Let Y be a compact Hausdorflspace satisfying the second axiom 
of countability. Let X be a dense Baire (= Borel) subset of Y. On X we consider 
a real vector space V of real valued functions satisfying conditions (07-o-(‘) which 
will be stated below. Then for every positive linear functional on V (i.e., 
h(f) 3 0 iff 3 0) there exists a positive$nite Baire meaSure m on Y such that 
(a) m(Y-X)=0 
(b) V C S(X, m) 
(c) For all f in V, h(f) = Jxf dm. 
The conditions (O’)-(5’) on V are 
(0’) Each f in V is the restriction to X of a Baire function on Y. 
(1’) The constant function I is in V. 
(2’) For any f in V there is g in V such that g 3 f 2. 
(3’) V has countable dimension. 
(4’) If {x,,} is a sequence in X converging to a pointy in Y - X then there 
is f in V such that {f(x,J} is an unbounded sequence. 
(5’) If {x~} is a sequence in X converging to a point x in X then either 
(f (x,J} converges to f (x) for every f in V or else {f (x7,)} is unbounded for some 
fin V. 
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LEMMA 3. If we only assume that the vector space V of real functions on the 
set X satisfies conditions (1’) and (2’) th en V has the property that for all fl 
and fi in V there is f in V such that 1 fi 1 <f and 1 f2 1 < f, 
PROOF. Here k = 1,2. By (2’) find g, in V such that g, > ( fJ2. Then 
g,+1>,lfn:l.Soiff=1+g,+g,thenf~Vandf>,l+g,~lf,I. 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. A sequence {h,} in V will be said to consume V if 
1 = h, < h, < **. andfor allf in V, f/h, is bounded on Xfor some n = 1,2,... . 
LEMMA 4. If we only assume that the vector space V satisfies (l’), (27, and 
(37, then there is a sequence {h,} in V which consumes V. 
PROOF. Since V satisfies (3’) it has a countable basis (fn}. Since 1 E V 
by (1’) we may suppose fi = 1. Construct the sequence (h,} inductively 
starting with h, = fi = 1. Imagine having chosen h, 2 +a* > h, = 1 in V 
with 1 fk I < h, for each K = l,..., n. Choose h,+l E V with h,, > h, and 
h n+l 3 I fn+l I by Lemma 3. 
To see that the sequence {hn} so constructed consumes V, we must show 
that for any f in V there is h, for which f/hn is bounded. Since { fn} is a basis 
for Vwe may writef = rlfi + **- + r, f, (rk E R). Now for each k = l,..., n 
wehave lfkl G&G&, so f,Jh,, is bounded, proving that f/h, is also. 
Q.E.D. 
In the next lemma we introduce a substitute (5”) for the condition (5’) 
on V which asserts in effect that the functions of V are continuous on X. We 
will then go on in Lemma 8 to prove the theorem in the case where V satis- 
fies (5”). Finally, we reduce the general case to this special one. 
LEMMA 5. Let Y be a space satisfying the second axiom of countability and 
let X be a dense subset. Let V be a vector space of real-valued functions on X 
satisfying the conditions (I’), (2’), (4’), and 
(5”) There is a sequence (h,} in V which consumes V and is such that if for 
any f in V and any n > 0 the function f/h, is bounded, then it extends to a con- 
tinuous real-valued function on Y. 
Then for m 3 n, h,/hm is the restriction to X of a bounded continuous function 
Hmnon Yand 
Y-X= cpj{y~YlH,n(y)=O) for every n = 1, 2,... . 
m--n 
PROOF. As part of the definition of a consuming sequence we have that 
h, < h, if n < m. Then 0 < h,/h,,, < 1 so by (5”), h,/hm extends to a con- 
409/=/2-3 
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tinuous function H,,&” on Y. The extension is unique since X is dense. Also 
we have the inequality 0 < H,” < 1 since X is dense. 
Since H,” on X is h,/h, > 0 we have that (y E Y 1 H,“(y) = 0} C Y - X. 
Now fix a positive integer n. To show Y - X = ug=,{y E Y 1 H,“(y) = 0} 
we must show that for ally E Y, y $ X there is m 3 n for which H,“(y) = 0. 
Well, since Y is second countable and X is dense there is a sequence {xk} 
in X converging to y. By (4’) there is f E V such that {f(+)} is unbounded. 
Now since {h,} consumes V we can find 1 > n such thatf/h, is bounded. Then 
the sequence {hr(~~)}~=~ must also be unbounded. We may assume, by passing 
to a subsequence if necessary, that {l/hl(xk)}~=r converges to 0. Now by (2’) 
find g > (hJ2 and h, : g/h,, .< C a constant. Then C/h, > h,/h, 3 0 so 
lim, (hr/h,) (XI;) = 0. S ince h,/h, is bounded, lim, (h,/h,) (x~) = 0. Since 
H,,,” is continuous on Y and lim, x$ = y, we have Hmn(y) = lim, HV?(xg) = 0 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. X is a Baire subset of Y. 
PROOF. Each {y E Y / H,l(y) = 0} is obviously a Baire set because H,l 
is continuous. Y - X is the (countable) union of these sets so it also must 
be a Baire set. Q.E.D. 
The next two lemmas are statements of well-known results whose proofs 
we include for convenience. 
LEMMA 6. If Y is a compact Hausdorff space and C(Y) is the Banach space 
of continuous real-valued functions on Y then Y satisfies the second axiom of 
countability if and only if C(Y) is separable. 
PROOF. Suppose C(Y) is separable and let W denote a countable dense set. 
Then the countable collection of open sets of the form {y E Y 1 f(y) > 0} 
(f E W) comprises a countable base for the topology of Y. Indeed if U is an 
open set in Y and y0 E U is arbitrary we can find f E C(Y) such that f = - 1 
on the compliment of 0, f (yO) = 1 and - 1 < f < 1, because Y is completely 
regular. Choose g E W with I/g -f // < 4. Then (y E Y I g(y) > 0) contains 
y0 and is contained in 0, proving that Y is second countable. 
For the converse it is enough to show that there is a countable set F of 
continuous real functions on Y which separates the points of Y. (Then F 
generates a subalgebra of countable dimension which by Stone-Weierstrass 
is dense.) Let (6Jon} be a countable base for the topology of Y. If 0, and Urn 
have disjoint closures then there exists a continuous real function fn,m on Y 
which is 0 on G, and 1 on U, by Urysohn’s lemma. F will be the set of such 
f n,,,z * Take any yu # yr in Y. Let f be a continuous real-valued function on Y 
which is 0 on y,, and 1 on yr . Choose 8, such that y0 E 0, C {y j f (y) < $} 
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and 0, such that y1 E 0, _C (y If(y) > $}. Then f&,, is defined (since 
0, n a,,j,, = 4) and it separates yO and y1 . Q.E.D. 
The next result mentions the topology of point-wise convergence in B* 
where B is a Banach space. This is often called the w* topology but we shall 
refer to it as the weak topology. Then it is well known (see [2, Ch. 21) that 
every closed ball Yin B* is weakly compact and Hausdorff. Now one way of 
giving the weak topology on such a Y is to describe C(Y). But C(Y) is pre- 
cisely the uniform closure of the algebra of functions generated by the space 
{ fb / fb(h) = h(6), b E B}, which is in turn isometricly isomorphic, as a Banach 
space of functions, to B. Thus if B is separable, C(Y) is also and consequently 
Y is second countable. Thus we have 
LEMMA 7. Let B be a separable Banach space and B* its dual space. Then 
every bounded sequence in B* has a weakly convergent subsequence (whose limit 
is of course bounded by the bound on the subsequence.) 
PROOF. We are assuming that the sequence in B* lies in some closed ball 
Y. But we have just seen that Y is compact and second countable in the weak 
topology of B*. Thus a convergent subsequence with limit in Y exists. 
Q.E.D. 
What follows now is the heart of the proof of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 8. Let X, Y, and V be as in the hypotheses of Theorem 2 except that 
we do not require that X be a Baire set and instead of (3’) and (5’) we require that 
(5”) be satisfied ( see L emma 5 for the statement of (5”)). Then X is a Baire set 
and the conclusion of Theorem 2 applies to X, Y and V. 
PROOF. Let C = C(Y) be the Banach space of all real-valued continuous 
functions on Y. Let B be the isomorphic space consisting of the functions of C 
restricted to X. Where {h,} is the consuming sequence in V which is provided 
by (57, let B(n) = {fhn 1 f E B}. B( n ma a ) y It ernately be characterized as the 
set of all real functions f on X such that f/h, E B. Since h, > 1, B(n) is 
linearly isomorphic to B; we provide B(n) with a norm 11 lllz so that this 
isomorphism f --+ f/hn f rom B(n) to B is an isometry. Thus B(n) is also iso- 
metric to C which is in turn separable by Lemma 6. So B(n) is separable. 
The norm on B(n) is given explicitly by 1) f lIn = sup,r If (x)/h%(x) 1 . 
Now let V(n) = V n B(n). By (5”) we have that every f E V is in some 
B(n) (that is, f/h, extends to a continuous function on Y for some n). So 
V = (Jz=r V(n). Note further that for m > n we have h, > h, so h,Jhm E B 
by (57, and therefore B(m) > B(n). Thus V(m) > V(n). 
Now consider the positive linear functional X on V = (JF=r V(n). We are 
going to show in the course of the next four paragraphs that h may be ex- 
tended to a positive linear functional TV on uz=r B(n). 
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We begin by extending X 1 V(n) to B(n). B(n) with its natural ordering 
satisfies the hypotheses on B in Lemma 2 if we take I = h, . Since 
I = R, E V(n) we have that V(?r) satisfies the hypotheses on 23, in the corollary 
to Lemma 2. Since h / V(n) is positive it extends to a positive linear functional 
A, on B(n) by the corollary. By Lemma 2 we also have that A, is a bounded 
linear functional on B(n) and in fact 
But now for any m > 72, A,, , which is a positive linear functional on B(m), 
may be restricted to B(n) where it is also a positive linear functional. We 
denote this restriction of A, to B(n) by hmn; it is a positive extension of 
h 1 V(n) to B(n). By Lemma 2 we have again 
11 A,” Iln = h,%(l) = h,“(h,) = h(h,). 
Consequently the sequence {h,,n}&n is bounded in B(n)*. 
Let 6 denote the sequence {A,}. We proceed by induction to choose a 
succession of subsequences 6, of 6 so that & is a subsequence of G,-1 and 
if 6, = {h,b}z=l then m, 3 n and {A”,,} is weakly convergent in B(n)*. This 
is possible by Lemma 7. We denote the weak limit of (AZ,} by pn . That is, 
for any f in B(n) we have pn( f) = 1 im, hzk( f ). If f > 0 then it is clear that 
pn(f) 3 0; also if f E V(n) then hkk(f) = h(f), so pn(f) = h(f). In other 
words, pa is a positive extension of h 1 V(n) to B(n). 
Suppose now that na > n, . Take f E B(n,). Then f E B(n,) and we have 
that pn,(f) is the limit of a subsequence (corresponding to Gn,) of the 
sequence (corresponding to G,,) which defines pn,( f ). Thus pELn2( f) = pn,( f ). 
In other words, pn, is a positive extension to B(ns), not only of h I V(n,), but 
also of pnl E B(n,) *. This permits us to define a positive linear functional p 
on the vector space B(co) = (JL1 B(n) by: p(f) = pn( f) if f E B(n). The 
definition of p is consistent by what we have just shown. p is linear because 
it is linear on each B(n). It is positive for the same reason. Finally p is an 
extension of h from V to B(a) because p / V(n) = pn 1 V(n) = h 1 V(n). 
With p in hand we proceed to construct a measure from it using the Riesz- 
Markov representation. 
For each n = 1, 2,... we define fiin on C = C(Y) : i&(f) = p(h,Jf j X)). 
In other words we map C onto B by f ---f  I X and thence to B(n) by multi- 
plying h,; and finally we apply p to the function obtained. Since p is positive 
and the map from C to B(n) is order-preserving we have that & is a positive 
linear functional on C. Consequently it can be represented by a finite positive 
Baire measure m, on Y. 
Now observe that the hypotheses of Lemma 5 are fulfilled. By the corollary 
to Lemma 5, S is a Baire set. ‘Ilre also have the continuous functions H,,,” on Y 
(which restrict to h,/h,,, on X). We will show that dm, = Hn,lL dm, . 
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lndeed for any m > n and any f in C we have 
/G(f) = L&f I x> = PcL(hm(Hm”f) I x> = Fm(Hmnf)- 
In terms of the measures m, and m, this is 
i 
f dm, = fHmn dm, . 
Y i Y 
Since m, and m, are determined by what they do to continuous functions 
we have that the Radon-Nykodym derivative of m, by m, exists and equals 
Hmn. That is, 
dm, = H,,,” dm,,, . 
From this it follows immediately that m,({y E Y / Hmn(y) = 0)) = 0. But 
Y - X = u”,, (y E Y 1 Hmn(y) = 0} by Lemma 5. So Y - X is a countable 
union of null sets of the measure m, . Thus m,( Y - X) = 0 for each 
n = 1, 2,... . 
Now let m = m, . We have in particular then that m(Y - X) = 0. This 
is (a) in the conclusion of Theorem 2. For (b), namely that V C P(X, m), 
it suffices to show that B( co) C Zl(X, m). We will prove simultaneously that 
for f E B(m) we have 
CL(~) = jxf dm 
thus proving (c) as well. So fix f E B(cQ). Then f E B(n) for some n. LetfN 
be the function f truncated at N > 0, thus f “(x) = min(N, max( - N, f (x))). 
Note that f N converges pointwise to f and / fN 1 = 1 f IN converges mono- 
tonically to /f 1 as N-t co. Let g and g, be the continuous functions on Y 
such that g j X = f/h, and g, 1 X = fNlh,, . Then g, converges to g mono- 
tonically on each of the sets {y E Y 1 g(y) < 0} and {y E Y I g(y) > O}. Since 
g, and g are continuous, g, converges to g uniformly. 
Since X is a Baire set and fN is a bounded Baire function, we have 
jXgNdm,= jxgNHnldm= j f”dm<l tfNtdm 
X X 
and also 
J xlgNldm,=~xIfNIdm. 
lip j 
X 
!fN~dm=l~~~lg,ldm,=~xIgldm,<~~ 
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So 1 f / E dipi(X, m) by the monotone convergence theorem. Now the point- 
wise convergence of fN to f is dominated by / f j so f E S(X, m) by the 
dominated convergence theorem and 
/,f dm = $-I jXfNdm = lp j,gN dm, 
Y 
g, dm, = j,g dmn = ,kk) 
(The equality which we have marked (*) holds because m,(Y - X) = 0.) 
This proves (b) and (c). Q.E.D. 
To make the transition from Lemma 8 to Theorem 2 we need some facts 
about algebras of bounded real functions. 
Let S be any set whatever and let B be a uniformly closed algebra of 
bounded real functions on S which separates S and contains the constant 
functions. Let S(B) denote the algebraic dual of B, that is, the set of all non- 
zero homomorphisms of B into R. Then it is wellknown that every 71 E S(B) 
is a bounded linear functional on B with norm /I 7 Ij = 1, and S(B) constitutes 
a weakly compact subset of B *. By identifying points of S with point evalua- 
tions we have a natural map of S into S(B). On the other hand we may 
regard elements of B as functions on S(B) by f (7) = 7(f). The function 
thus defined on S(B) is a continuous extension to S(B) of the function f on the 
subset S of S(B). Moreover the topology on S(B) is precisely the weakest one 
which makes these extended functions continuous. Finally, S is dense in 
S(B), S(B) is compact Hausdorff, and B is exactly the set of functions obtained 
by restricting to S the continuous real functions on S(B). (For proofs of 
these facts, see [2], especially Chapter IV, Section 19.) 
Now suppose B, is a uniformly closed algebra of bounded real-valued 
functions on S which contains B. Then there is a natural map of S(B,) + S(B): 
simply restrict an element of S(B,) to B C B, . (The result 7 of restricting 
nl E S(B,) to B is certainly a homomorphism of B into R and it is certainly 
non-zero since ~(1) = 1.) Moreover the map q1 -+ 77 of S(B,) to S(B) is 
continuous. (To see this observe that a sub-basis for the topology of S(B) 
consists of the sets (7 E S(B) I 1 > I T(f) - T’(f) I}, where 7’ E S(B) and 
f E B. Each such set pulls back to an open set in S(B,), namely, 
{Q ES(&) I 1 > I vl(f > - 4(f) I>, where d I B = rl’. So the map of 
S(B,) to S(B) is continuous). Since S(B,) is compact, its image in S(B) is 
compact and therefore closed since S(B) is Hausdorff. But the image is also 
dense because it contains the dense set S. Thus the map of S(B,) to S(B) 
is continuous and onto. To summarize: 
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LEMMA 9. Let B, 3 B be un;formly closed algebras of bounded real functions 
on a set S. Suppose B contains the constants and separates S. Then S may be 
regarded as a dense subset of both the compact Hausdorff spaces 6(B) and 6(B,). 
B (respectively B,) is an isometric isomorph of C@(B)) (respectivet’y C(S(B,))) 
via the map f + f / S. There is a natural continuous map of 6(B,) onto 6(B): 
restrict an element of 6(B,) to B. 
Our preparations are over, and we can begin the final assault on Theo- 
rem 2. The notation of the next paragraph will remain fixed for the rest of the 
section. 
Let X, Y, and I’ satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2. By Lemma 4 we 
find and fix a sequence {h,} which consumes V. We let C = C(Y) = the 
continuous real-valued functions on Y and B = the set of restrictions to X 
of functions in C. Let B, denote the smallest uniformly closed algebra of 
bounded real functions on X containing B and all functions f/h,, which are 
bounded, where f E V and h, is a member of the consuming sequence in I/. 
Let Yr = 6(B,). 
LEMMA 10. B, is separable. 
PROOF. Since Y is second countable, B is separable by Lemma 6. Con- 
sequently it has a dense subspace W of countable dimension. For each 
n = 1, 2,... let W(n) denote the set of all bounded functions on X of the form 
f/hn , f E I’. Then W( n is ) ’ 1 inearly isomorphic with a subspace of the count- 
able dimensional space V, so W(n) has countable (possibly finite) dimension. 
B, was defined as the smallest uniformly closed algebra containing B and 
each of the W(n)‘s. Let W, denote the algebra of functions generated by W 
and the W(n)‘s. Its uniform closure is an algebra containing the W(n)‘s 
and also the uniform closure of W, namely B. Thus the uniform closure of 
WI is B, . To complete the proof we have but to show that WI has countable 
dimension. But W, is just the collection of all finite strings of sums and pro- 
ducts taken from W u lJz=i W(n) (note that rl E W(n) for r E R, so this 
includes scalar products). So WI has countable dimension. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. YI sati@es the second axiom of countability. 
PROOF. Immediate from Lemmas 6 and 10. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 11. X, YI and V satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 8. 
PROOF. We have X naturally embedded as a dense subset of Yr , and Yr 
is a compact Hausdorff space (because Yr = 6(B,)) which is second countable 
by the preceding corollary. Now we must verify that the space V of functions 
on X C Y, satisfies (0’), (l’), (2’), (4’) and (5”). To see that (0’) holds take 
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f E V. By (0’) for X, Y and V we know that f is the restriction to X of a Baire 
function (which we again denote f) on Y. Let fi be the function on Yr 
obtained by composing f with the continuous map of Y, onto Y. Then fi 
is a Baire function on Yr and fi 1 X = f 1 X proving (0’) for X, Yr , and V. 
(1’) and (2’) are trivial (as is (3’) incidentally even though we do not need it). 
(5”) holds by our construction of Yr. * each bounded function of the form 
f/h,, f E V is in B, and therefore extends to a continuous function on 
Yl = 6(B,). 
The only inobvious point is (4’). Here for the first and last time we make use 
of the condition (5’). Take a sequence {xn} in X which converges in the 
topology of YI to a point yr in Yr - X. This means that for each g in C( Yr) 
the sequence {g(x,)} converges to g(y,). Under the continuous map of 
Yl = 6(B,) onto Y = 6(B) th e p oint yi goes over to a pointy. We have that 
the sequence (x,J in X converges to y in the topology of Y. That is, for each 
g E cw M%)l converges to g(y). 
Now there are two possibilities: (case 1) y E Y - X and (case 2) y E X. In 
either case we want to find f E V such that {f (xJ} is unbounded. In case 1 
this follows from the fact that X, Y and V satisfy (4’). In case 2 we have 
by (5’) (which holds for X, Y and V) that either (as we hope) there is f E V 
such that the sequence (f (x,J> is unbounded, or else (as we fear) (f (x,J> 
converges to f (y) for all f in V. We are going to show that this second un- 
wanted possibility contradicts our assumption that yr $ X. But the problem 
is really just one of reviewing definitions. Bear in mind that y is a point of X. 
Thus we know what is meant by f(y) for any f in B, . We claim that 
f (yr) = f (y) for all f in B, . This would show that yr = y E X, a contra- 
diction. Now in the notation of the proof of Lemma 10, it suffices to show 
that for each f E W, that f (y) = f (yJ, b ecause WI is uniformly dense in B, . 
And since WI is the algebra generated by W and lJG=i W(m) it suffices to 
show f (yd =f (y) f or each f in W or lJz=i W(m). Now for f E WC B we 
already have f (yr) = f (y) (this is how we got y in the first place: by restricting 
y1 to B). For f E W(m) write f = g/h, . Then we know what is meant by g(y) 
and h,,,(y) because y E X. And we also know that 
f(yJ =19f(x,) =hm#. 
m 7a 
But we are assuming (incorrectly we hope) that lim,g(x,) = g(y) and 
lim, h,(x,) = h,(y) >, 1. Consequently 
proving that y1 = y E X, contradicting y1 $ X. Thus X, Yr , V satisfy (4’). 
Q.E.D. 
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Using Lemma 11 we have that the conclusion of Lemma 8 applies to X, Y, 
and V. That is, X is a Baire subset of Yr and given a positive h on V there is a 
Baire measure ml on Y1 such that (a) ml(Y1 - X) = 0 (so that we may 
regard m, as a measure entirely on X), (b) V C P(X, m,) (c) for f E V we 
have h(f) = Jxfdm,. But the measure on the set X must now also be a 
Baire measure in the context of Y. That is, the u-ring of Baire measurable 
subsets of Y which are contained in X is contained in the u-ring of the Baire 
measurable subsets of Yr which are contained in X; or more briefly, if a subset 
of X is Y-measurable it is Y,-measurable. Thus m, defines a Baire measure m 
by m(Y - X) = 0 and if X’ is a Baire subset of Y with X’ C X then 
m(X) = ml(X). The functions of V are Y-measurable so we still have 
(b) V C P(X, m) and (c) h(f) = Jxfdm for any f in V. (In slightly 
more detail: both Sxf dm, and Sxf dm are computed by approximating f 
uniformly (except on a set of small measure) by simple functions. Since f is 
Y-measurable we can take the approximating simple function s to be Y-meas- 
urable. Then it is also Yr-measurable and we have J-X s dm = sx s dm, . In 
the limit we get Jxf dm = Jxf dm, = X(f).) This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
There is one final piece of business remaining to this section. We shall 
need an approximation to the measure m which we have just found; and the 
approximation will have to be by measures which have their support on a 
finite subset of X. The fact that such an approximation is possible could 
have been made a part of Theorem 2 but the result and its proof can be 
isolated with a gain of clarity. 
THEOREM 3. Let X, Y and V satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Let X 
be a positive linear functional on V and let m be a Baire measure on Y satis- 
fying (a), (b), and (c). Then th ere is a sequence {p,,} of positive measures, each 
having support on a jinite subset of X, and such that for any f in V or C(Y) 
we have 
li? j,f dp, = jf dm. 
For the proof we again proceed in a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 12. It s@ces to prove Theorem 3 with condition (5’) on X, Y, and 
V replaced by (5”). 
PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 2 we replace Y by Yr . Then the 
condition on the approximating sequence {p,} is stronger, not weaker, for 
we require that lim, sx f dpn = sx f dm for all f E B, , whereas before we 
simply required this for f E B C B, . Thus if we can find the approximating 
sequence {pn} with Y replaced by Yr , then the same sequence works for Y, 
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But X, Yr , V satisfies (5”) as well as the hypotheses of Theorem 2 by 
Lemma 11 ((3’) is trivially valid), so it suffices to treat the case of Theorem 3 
where (5’) is strengthened to (5”). Q.E.D. 
We assume henceforth that X, Y and V satisfy (5”). Now recall that by 
supp (m) we mean the compliment in Y to the union of open subsets 0 of Y 
such that m(B) = 0. Since Y is second countable we can express that union 
as a countable union of open sets of measure 0. So m( Y - supp (m)) = 0. 
LEMMA 13. supp (m) is the closure of X n supp (m). 
PROOF. If y E supp (m) is not in the closure of supp (m) n X then there 
is some open neighborhood 0 of y not intersecting supp(m) n X. This 
means that for every x E 0 n X there is an open neighborhood 0, of x such 
that m(0,) = 0. Let 
0’ = U (U n 0%). 
dnx 
Then Y - supp (m) I 9’ -3 U n X. Thus 0’ is open and hence in 0 and 
m(0’) = 0. Also, U - 9’ C Y - X so m(0 - 0’) = 0. Thus 
m(0) = m(U) + m(0 - 0’) = 0 
proving that y $ supp(m), a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 14. Iff E V/or C(Y) withf 2 0 on supp(m) n Xand Sxf dm = 0 
then f = 0 on supp(m) n X. 
PROOF. First we prove the result for f E C(Y). If f > 0 on supp(m) n X 
then it is positive on supp(m) because f is continuous and supp(m) n X 
is dense in supp(m) by the preceding lemma. Let f+ E C(Y) be defined by 
f+(r) = max(f (A, 0). Then 
l,f+dm = ~,,,,cm,f+dm = /8uppcmjf dm = jrf dm = 0. 
Now either f = 0 on supp(m) or there is YE supp(m) where E = f+(y) > 0. 
Let 0 denote the open set {y’ E Y / f+(y’) > e/2). Then 
0 < e m(0) < jr-f+ dm = 0. 
So y E 0 C Y - supp(m), a contradiction to YE supp(m). Thus we must 
have f = 0 on supp(m). 
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Now suppose f E V. Let {A,} be the consuming sequence guaranteed by 
(5”). Thenf/h, extends to a continuous function g on Y for some n, and we 
have that f >, g > 0 on supp( m) n X. Thus 
s 
so SXnsuBIl (Ill) g dm = 0 and we may apply the first part of the proof 
to conclude that g = 0 on supp(m). Consequently, f = hd = 0 on 
supp(m) n X. Q.E.D. 
Now since Y is second countable we have by Lemma 6 that C(Y) is 
separable. If B is the set of restrictions to X of the functions in C(Y) then B 
is also separable (because B is isometrically isomorphic to C(Y)). So B has a 
dense subspace W,, of countable dimension. 
Let W = W, + l? Then W has countable dimension so we may find 
finite dimensional subspaces W(1) C W(2) C **. in W such that W = Un W(n). 
We may further assume that 1 E W(1). 
LEMMA 15. For each positive integer n there is a positive measure p,, , 
having its support on a jinite subset of X n supp( m), such thatfor all f E W(n), 
j,f dm = j,f dpn. 
PROOF. Let p denote the linear functional defined on W(n) by 
p(f) = Jxf dm. Let W(n, 0) denote the null space {f E W(n) 1 p(f) = 0} 
of TV. Now 1 E W(1) _C W(n), and p( 1) f 0 so 1 and W(n, 0) together span 
W(n). It therefore suffices to find a positive measure pn having its support on 
a finite subset of X n supp(m) such that for all f E W(n, 0) we have 
Sxf dpn = 0; because if we have done that then we can normalize pn so that 
J-x 1 dp, = ~(1). Th en integration of functions in W(n) with respect to pn 
will equal CL. 
Let 17 denote the set of linear functionals rr on W(n, 0) of the form 
r(f) = .I-xfdp h w ere p is a positive measure having support on a finite 
subset of X n supp(m). n is a convex cone in the dual space of W(n, 0). 
Our problem is to show that 0 E 17. 
Now we will certainly have 0 E 17 if 17 is a linear set, that is, if - 17 = 17. 
There is a well-known criterion for II = - 17 which may be stated in terms 
of the dual cone l7* = {f E W(n, 0) 1 rr( f) > Obr ~l7) of 17 in W(n, 0); 
namely; 
SUBLEMMA. 17 = - 17 if fund on& if) l?* = - (n*). 
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For the sake of continuity we will postpone the proof of this sublemma. 
Using it we see that it is sufficient to prove lir* = - (n*). But if f E IV@, 0) 
is a member of Ar* then we have n(f) 3 0 for each v of the form rr( f) = f (x) 
where x E X n supp(m) - because each such r is in n. In other words, if 
f l n* then f 3 0 on supp(m) n X. Recalling that f E W(n, 0), so that 
Jx f dm = 0, we have from Lemma 13 that f = 0 on X n supp(m). Con- 
sequently n(f) = 0 f or all r in n. Then -f is also in 17*. Thus by 
the sublema, 17 = - l7. 
The only point remaining in the proof of the lemma is the proof of the 
sublemma. We always have that n* is a convex cone. Moreover, 
(- Ii’)* = - (H*). Th us - 17 = 17 implies II* = - (17*) proving the 
“only if.” By the same token, if - (n*) = l7* then - (n**) = Ji’**, 
where Ii’** is the set of linear functionals on ?V(n, 0) which take nonnegative 
values on 17*. Clearly 17** is a linear space containing 17. Moreover, Il spans 
17**, for n* is the annihilator in U/‘(n, 0) of the linear span of l7, while 17** 
is the annihilator in the dual space W(n, 0)’ to W(n, 0) of l7*. Then by a 
dimension count, the linear span of Ii’ must be 17**. 
If 17 is not equal to n** then by Theorem 2.16 of [7] there is a supporting 
hyperplane H to J7 in 17 **. That is, H divides W(n, 0)’ into two closed 
half-spaces which intersect in H and one of these half-spaces contains 17. 
Note that I7 spans 17** and H does not. V’(n, 0) is the dual space to W(n, 0)’ 
so we may find an element of W(n, 0) whose null space intersects 17** in H. 
That is, there is f E W(n, 0) such that H = {n in** 1 r(f) = O}. Moreover, 
by changing the sign off if necessary we may assume r(f) > 0 for all 7~ 
in the half-space of l7** which contains IT. Thus T(f) > 0 for all rr ED. 
Consequently f ~17*. Then f E - IT* = Il*, so ?r(- f) > 0 for all rr Ed, 
i.e., nc H. But we have already concluded that 17 cannot lie in H. This 
contradiction shows that Ii’ must equal II* *, so l7 = II* * = - 17* * = - Ii? 
Thus 0 E n. Q.E.D. 
In consequence of this lemma we have a sequence of positive measures pn 
of finite support in supp(m) n X such that for all f in W 
Indeed for all 71 sufficiently large, jr f dp, = sx f dm. In particular this is 
true for f in V and for f in the dense subspace W of B. Now each pn defines 
a bounded linear functional VT~ on B by r,,(f) = Sxf dp,, and 
So {?r,} is a bounded sequence in B* which converges to TV on the dense set W, 
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But then n,,(j) = Jxjdp, converges to Jx jdm for all j in B. This proves 
Theorem 3. 
4. Here we prove our main result. It concerns a *-algebra ‘8 of unbounded 
operators on a Hilbert space H with invarient domain D. We suppose that ‘u, 
H and D satisfy the conditions (l)-(5) of Section 1 and we keep them fixed 
for the rest of this section. Assume dim H = 03 for otherwise our result is 
obvious. 
Let Y denote the unit ball {y E H 1 Ij y /I < l} in H and 
X = {x ED / // x /I = 1). 
On X we consider the vector space V of real-valued functions jA defined by 
fA(x) = Re (Ax, x> f or all A in ‘%. Our preliminary goal is to prove that V, 
X, and Y satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Then any positive linear 
functional X on ‘$I will carry over to one on V and so we can find a positive 
finite measure m on X such that 
h(A) = j,jA dm = j Re(Ax, x) dm(x). 
x 
In other words, X is an integral of elementary positive linear functionals. We 
proceed from this result to a positive answer to our Question for 2I by way 
of an equally interesting (equivalent) result, namely, that in some sense 
h(A) = Re tr (AL), w ere L is a bounded operator and AL is of trace class h 
for each A in ‘$I. 
The most tedious task ahead is that of verifying the hypotheses of Theo- 
rem 2 for V, X, Y. It is this task which shall occupy the pages ahead up to the 
end of Lemma 22. 
The space Y, with the weak topology of H, is wellknown to be compact 
Hausdorff. We have already remarked that, in view of the existence in 2I of an 
operator having a completely continuous inverse, H must be separable. Thus 
the set of functions y + Re(y, a) (a E H) on Y which with 1 generate C(Y) 
contains a countable dense subset (choose z from a countable dense subset 
of H). Thus C(Y) is the closure of an algebra generated by a countable set. 
Thus C(Y) is separable, so by Lemma 6, Y is second countable. The weak 
closure of X in Y certainly contains the strong closure which contains the unit 
sphere, since D is strongly dense. The unit sphere is well known to be 
weakly dense in Y, so X is weakly dense in Y. Proving that X is a Baire 
set will be hard. 
Condition (1’) on I/’ is trivial because I E ‘91, so 1 = fI is in V. (This is the 
reason for not defining X to be D n Y.) Condition (2’) follows by observing 
that for any fA E V, ( jJ2 <f,+, . Indeed for x E X we have 
f,+,(x) = Re(A+Ax, x) = Re(Ax, Ax) 
= I/ Ax II2 2 (Re(Ax, x))~ = (fA(x))z. 
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Condition (3’) is an obvious consequence of (3). 
For the rest, namely (4’), (5’), (0’) and the fact that X is a Baire set, we 
shall have to work. 
LEMMA 15. Let A be a densely de$ned unbounded operator on H such that 
A* is densely defined. Let {x,J be a sequence in the domain of A, conve@tg 
weakly to x E H. Suppose (11 Ax,, I/} is a bounded sequence. Then {Ax,) is a 
weakly convergent sequence. Moreover, x is in the domain of the closure A** of A 
and lim Ax = A**x. n n 
PROOF. Recalling that a closed ball in His weakly compact we see that the 
bounded sequence {Ax,} must have at least one limit point z E H. We must 
show that {Ax,) actually converges weakly to z. Since (x, y) is a limit point 
of the sequence {(Ax, , y)} for all y in H, it is enough to show that 
the sequence ((Ax, , y)} is a Cauchy sequence for all y in H. Now since 
{Ax,} is a bounded sequence, with bound K > 0, we have that if 
// y1 - ya 11 < E then for all n, 
I (Ax, ,rd - (Ax, ,yz) I < Kc. 
From this it is clear that to prove that ((Ax, , yl>) is a Cauchy sequence for 
all yr it suffices to prove it for ya in some dense subset of H. The domain of A* 
is such a dense subset; take y in the domain of A*. Then 
(Ax, 1 Y> = <xn, A*Y) -;t (x, A*Y) 
since {xn} converges to x weakly. Thus we have that {Ax,} is weakly conver- 
gent, necessarily to z. And for all y in the domain of A*, we also have 
(x, A*y) = (.a, y). Thus x is in the domain of A** and A**x = z = weak 
lim, Ax, . Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 16. Let {xn} be a sequence in X = {x ED 1 11 x 11 = 1). Suppose 
{xn} converges weakly to y E Y, and that { fA(x,J} is bounded for all A E 91 
(recall that fA(x) = Re(A x, x)). Then y E X and {fA(x,Jl converges to fA(y) 
for all A E ‘9t. 
PROOF. Here we make use of the operator d E 2I provided by (4). Denote 
the inverse of the closure of d by V. V is completely continuous. Now fix any 
A E 91 and let I3 = (AA)+ (AA). Then B E 2I and { fs(x,)} is bounded. But 
fB(x,J = Re((dA)+ (AA) x, , x,) = (AAx,, AAx,) = // dAx, l12. 
So (11 ~Ax,~ II} is bounded. Then by Lemma 15, {AAx,} converges weakly to 
(AA)** y. Since C is completely continuous, {Ax,) = {VdAx,) converges 
strongly to V(dA)“* y. Using this we have: 
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(a) A fortiori {Ax,} is weakly convergent for all A in ‘?I, so by (5), y E D. 
(b) Since y E D C domain AA C domain (AA)* * we have 
V(dA)**y = VOAy = Ay. 
So {i4x,} converges strongly to Ay. (c) With A = I we have (xn} converges 
strongly to y. Consequently // y // = 1’ im, 11 x, 11 = 1, soy E X. (d) From (b) 
and (c) we have that (Ax,, x,) converges to (Ay, y). Thus 
fdx,) = WAx, , x,> ; Relay, Y> = fkv). 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. The X, Y and V of this section satisfy conditions (4’) and (5’) 
of Theorem 2. 
PROOF. (4’): If (xn} in X converges to y E Y - X weakly then { fA(xn)} is 
unbounded for some A, since otherwise y E X by the lemma. (5’): If (xn} in 
X converges to x E X weakly and all ( fA(xn)} are bounded then { fA(xn)} 
converges to fA(x) for all A in 2I by the lemma. Q.E.D. 
It remains to establish (0’) and the fact that X is a Baire set in Y. This is 
the work of Lemmas 17 through 22. 
LEMMA 17. Let T be a closed densely deJned operator on H and for E > 0 
dejke B, = (I + cT*T)-l. Then 
(i) TB, and B, are defined everywhere and bounded by ~~~~~ and 1, ye- 
spectively. 
(ii) T*T is self-adjoint, T*TB, is bounded and everywhere dejked, and 
T* TB, > B,T* T. 
(iii) For ally in H, 11 TB,y /I increases monotonically as E tends to 0. 
(iv) For ally in H, B,y converges strongly to y as E tends to 0. 
PROOF. (i) is the content of Theorem 118, p. 307 of [4]. For (ii), T*T is 
shown to be self-adjoint on pages 312 and 313 of [4]. Now we have 
I = (I + ET*T) B, = B, + ET*TB, so T*TB, = l/c(I - B,) is defined 
everywhere and bounded. 
Furthermore, 
I = (I + ET*T) B, > B,(I + ET*T) > B, + cB,T*T. 
So B, + <T*TB, > B, + rB,T*T. Thus T*TB, > B,T*T. 
For (iii) observe 
II TRY /I2 = G%Y, T&Y) = <T”TBy, By). 
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Let E(t) be the spectral resolution of the self-adjoint operator T*T. Then 
Now t/( 1 + l t)2 increases as E goes to 0 and (E(t) y, E(t) y) is a monotone 
increasing function oft so the integral increases as E goes to 0. Thus I/ TB,y 11 
increases as E goes to 0. 
For (iv) observe that the function l/(1 + et) is monotonically increasing 
to 1 as E goes to 0 (for t 3 0). Moreover this convergence is uniform on any 
compact interval. 
Now takey in Hand 7 > 0. Let E(t) again denote the spectral resolution of 
T*T. Then we may find t, > 0 so large that for all E > 0, 
Now 
strongly and II B,y - Y(C, tl) II < 1712, II Y - ~(0, h) II < 42. Since 77 > 0 
was arbitrary we have that B,y converges toy in norm as 6 goes to 0. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 18. Let B be a bounded operator on H and let f be the function on 
Y dejked by f (y) = (By, y). Then f is a Baire function. 
PROOF. Let Marl be an orthonormal basis of H and let T be the self- 
adjoint operator densely defined on H such that Te,, = ne, . Let 
B, = (I + eT*T)-l for all e > 0. Then B,e, = l/(1 + l 2) e,, , so B, is 
completely continuous. Then so is B,B so the function fs on Y defined by 
fArI = (WY,Y) is continuous. But now by (iv) of Lemma 17, fe converges 
pointwise to f as E goes to 0 because B,(By) converges strongly to By. Thus f 
is a Baire function. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. If B is a bounded operator on H then the function y - 11 By // 
on Y is a Bake function. 
PROOF. y --t (B*By, y) = jl By II2 is a Baire function by the Lemma. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. y -+ 11 y // is a Bairefunction on Y. Thus(y E H ) ljy II = l} 
is a Baire subset. 
PROOF. This is the case of Corollary 1 with B = I. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 19. Let T be a closed densely defined operator on H. Then there is a 
Bake function bT from Y to the extended positive real interval [0, to] such that 
(i) b=(y) isJinite ijy is in the domain of T*T 
(ii) bT(y) = CC ify is not in the domain of T. 
PROOF. Let B, = (I + eT*T)-l and define b, on Y by b,(y) = 11 TBy 11. 
b, is well defined since by Lemma 17(i), TB, is defined everywhere. Moreover 
TB, is bounded, so b, is a Baire function by Corollary 1 to Lemma 18. Now 
let E > 0 pass to 0. By Lemma 17(iii), b, increases as this occurs. If we admit 
co as the limit of an unbounded increasing sequence of numbers, then b, 
converges pointwise to a function b, from Y to the extended positive interval 
[O, 001; and b , since it is the monotone limit of Baire functions, is itself 
a Baire function (more could be said about b,; it is in fact lower semi- 
continuous). 
Now take y in the domain of T*T. We claim that b,(y) is finite. But 
b(y) = lim,+, b,(y) and 
(UyN2 = II TRY II2 = <T&Y, T&Y) = <T*%Y, KY). 
The right hand equality holds because by Lemma 17(ii), T*TB, is defined 
everywhere and bounded. In particular TBy is in the domain of T*. Now 
by Lemma 17(ii) we have that T*TB,y = B,T*Ty since y is in the domain 
of T*T. Thus we have 
(UyN2 = <T*%Y, KY) = <B,T*Ty, By). 
Now as E + 0, B,y converges strongly toy and B,( T*Ty) converges strongly 
to T*Ty so (b,(y)2 converges to the finite number (T*Ty, y). Thus 
b=(y) = lim(b,(y)) is finite. This proves (i). 
For (ii) suppose that y is not in the domain of T. Our claim is that as E 
passes to 0, b,(y) converges to co. For this it is enough to show that for some 
sequence of E’S converging to 0, say (l/n}, the corresponding sequence of 
numbers {bI,,Jy)} is unbounded, because b,(y) increases monotonically as E 
decreases. 
Let y,, = B,,,y for n = 1,2 ,... . Then b&y) = 11 Ty,, 11. Now by Lem- 
ma 17(iv), (m} converges strongly, and therefore weakly, to y. Suppose that 
the sequence {II Tyn /I> is bounded. Then by Lemma 15, y is in the domain 
of T** = T, a contradiction. Thus {bl,,(y)} must be unbounded. Q.E.D. 
We now return our attention to the *-algebra VI of unbounded operators 
on H with invarient domain D. For each A in 2I let D(A) denote the domain 
of the closure A of A. Then D(A) r> D. Let (A,} be a countable basis of the 
vector space 2X. Let 2X0 be the countable set formed from {A,} by the repeated 
process of forming finite sums with I and also products of the form A+A. 
409/22jz-4 
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Then ‘%a is itself closed under both these processes. Let D, denote the inter- 
section of the various o(A) where A E M, . Then D, > D. Conversely we have 
LEMMA 20. D,CD. 
PROOF. Let T, denote the closure of Z + AtA, $- .** + A’,/!, E ‘?I,, . 
If x E D, then x E D(T,) for each n. Thus we can find x,, E D such that 
I/ T,x - Tnx, 11 < l/n. We claim that {xn} converges to x and that {Ax,} 
is convergent for all A in 2l. By (5) this would imply that x E D and we would 
be done. 
Now for each m < n we have 
proving that (xn} converges to x strongly, hence weakly. We also have 
II &(x - x,) II = II A?# + ~43LJ1 (1 + &2%J (x - %J II 
since 11 &(I + Az&$1 I/ < (1)-112 = 1 by Lemma 17(i). So for any linear 
combination A of A, ,..., A, we have that /I A(x - x,) I/ + 0 as n---f CO. 
Since {A,} is a basis of PC, such an A is the typical element of 2l. Thus 
x E D. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 21. X is a Baire subset of Y. 
PROOF. We already know that {y E H I 11 y 11 = 1) = S is a Baire subset of 
Y by Corollary 2 to Lemma 18. Now X = (D n Y) n S so it suffices to 
show that D n Y = D, A Y is a Baire subset of Y. 
Index the countable set ‘us by the integers so that ‘8, = {AC,,}. For each n 
let b,,, = bT be the Baire function associated with the closed densely defined 
operator T = A(,, in Lemma 91. Then bc,, is finite on the domain of T*T 
(and thus in particular it is finite on 0); and bt,, = co off of the domain of 
T = At,, . For each n let Y, denote the subset of Y where bc,, is finite. 
Since bc,, is a Baire function, Y, is a Baire subset of Y, and we have 
Dn YcYnCD(Ac,,)n Y. 
Thus fin Y, is a Baire subset of Y and we have 
DnYCr)Y,cn(D(Ac,,))nY=D,nY=DnY. 
n n 
Thus D n Y = fin Y, , a Baire subset of Y. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 22. The functions fA on X dejned by f*(x) = Re(Ax, x) are Baire 
functions. 
PROOF. It obviously suffices to show that the function x + (Ax, x) is a 
Baire function. Let T = A and B, = (I + <T*T)-l. Then fC defined on Y by 
fC(y) = (TB,y, y) is a Baire function on Y by Lemma 18, since TB, is 
defined and bounded on H by Lemma 17(i). Since X is a Baire subset of Y 
it suffices to show that fC(x) converges to (Ax, x) for all x in X. (For then if 
we redefine fE to be 0 off of X we shall have the Baire function fG converging 
pointwise to (necessarily) a Baire function which is 0 off of X and is (Ax, x) 
atxEX.)ButforxEXCD,xEdomainA+_CA*=T*,so 
f<(x) = (TB,x, x) = (B,x, T*x) s (x, T*x) = (Ax, x). 
Q.E.D. 
We have succeeded in showing that V, X, and Y satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2. Now we must show that a positive linear functional h on ‘$I 
carries over to a positive linear functional on V. To this end define 
‘~I+={AE%IA=A+} and K.=(AEIUIA=-A+}. Then every 
element of VI may be written uniquely as a sum of an element in ‘%+ and one 
in 2I- , namely, 
A=&(A++A)+$(A-A+). 
We observe that the map cL[ -+ V by A + fA has ‘911_ for its null space (and is 
therefore a linear isomorphism from %+ to V). Indeed if A E 2l- and x E X 
then 
fA(x) = Re(Ax, x) = Re(x, A+x) = Re(A+x, x) 
= Re(- Ax, x) = - fR(x), 
so fA = 0. On the other hand if fA = 0 then for all x in X we have 
that Re(Ax, x) = 0, so 
(Ax, x) = - (Ax, x) = - (x, Ax) = - (A+x, x). 
Now it follows easily that for x1 , x2 in D, (Ax,, x2) = - (A+x, , x2), so 
A = - A+. Thus ‘C is the null space of the map 5!I -+ V and we have that 
the map %+ -+ V is a linear isomorphism. 
Now suppose h is a positive linear functional on K Then h(A+) = h(A), 
from which we have that X is 0 on VII_ , Thus we may define h, on V unam- 
biguously by 
Uf,) = 44 A E’%. 
Moreover, if fA > 0, where A E ‘%+ , then Re(Ax, x) = (Ax, x) > 0 for 
all x E X and consequently for all x E D. Thus A 3 0 and so X(A) > 0. Then 
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hv(fA) = h(A) > 0, proving that A, 3 0. Then in view of Theorem 2 we 
have proved 
THEOREM 4. If h is a positive linear functional on the *-algebra 2l of 
unbounded operators on H with invariant domain D and (N, H, D) satis$es the 
conditions (l)-(5), then there is a positive $nite Baire measure m on 
Y=={y~H/liyI~<l}suchthat: 
(a’) X = {x ED 1 11 x I/ = l} is a Baire subset of Y and m( Y - X) = 0. 
(b’) The functions fA on X are Baire functions in F(X, m). 
(c’) For all A in Ml, 
h(A) = 1, Re(Ax, x) dm(x). 
This is not our main result but it suggests the approach which we will take. 
Let P, be the map P%(y) = (y, x) x. Then for x in X we have that 
(Ax, x) = tr(AP,) so we could write our formula for h(A) as 
X(A) = 1, Re tr(AP,) dm(x), 
which suggests writing L = sx P, dm(x). Interchange the order of integra- 
tion over X with the summation which defines trace to obtain 
h(A) = Re tr(AL). We must justify this interchange, and the definition of L, 
and show that AL is of trace class for all A in ‘K To do these things we will 
need Theorem 3. First though, we should state a 
DEFINITION. A bounded operator B on H is of trace class if there is a 
constant K > 0 such that for every orthonormal basis {e,J of H, 
IT,, I (Be,, , en> I G K. 
LEMMA 23. Let B be of trace class on H. Then the symmetric part 
1/2(B + B*) and the skew-symmetric part 1/2(B - B*) of B are both of 
trace class. B is completely continuous. The number tr B = C (Be,, , e,> is 
independent of the choice of the orthonormal basis {en} of H. In case B = B* then 
tr B is the sum of the eigenvalues of B (taken with multiplicity). 
PROOF. If C 1 (Be,, e,) I < K then C I (B*e, , e,) I < K because 
I (Be,, , en> I = I (en , B*e,) I = I @*en7 en> I = I @*en , en> I . 
Thus 
c I <(B Sr B*) en, en> I d c I <Be, en> I + c I @*en, en> I < 2~ 
This shows that B f B* is of trace class. 
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Now suppose B = B*. Let E(t) be the spectral resolution of B. Let 
B- = BE(O) and B, = B(I - E(0)). Then B- < 0 and B, > 0. Let {e,} 
be an orthonormal basis of H such that for all n, either E(0) e, = e, 
or E(0) e, = 0. (In other words, e, E E(0) H or e, E (I - E(0)) H). Then 
where E(0) e,’ = e,’ and E(0) e,” = 0. It follows that for every E > 0, the 
projections E(- E) and I - E(C) are of finite rank. (Otherwise 
2 EC II V - E(4) (ed) II2 = ax 
n” 
and a similar argument shows that E(- 6) is of finite rank.) Thus 
is of finite rank, and 
Consequently B is completely continuous. Since B = B*, H has an ortho- 
normal basis {A,} of eigenvectors of B. Let Y, be the eigenvalue of B such that 
r,,h, = Bh, . Then the sum C Y,, = C (Bh, , h,) converges absolutely. 
We denote this sum tr B. Now let {en} be any other orthonormal basis of H. 
We claim 
c (Be,, , en) = tr B. 
Indeed, 
(Be,, e,> = C y,&, , h,) <h, , en> = c ym I <en , h,) 12- 
m m 
Then 
C 0% , e,J = 1 c ym I<en f h,J 12. 
n 7a?n 
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We claim that we can interchange the order of summation to get 
(here we use 2% (e, , h,) (h, , e,> = (h, , h,) = 1). 
The justification for reversing the order of summation comes from the 
fact that the series converges absolutely. In fact 
We have therefore proved that if B is of trace class and B = B* then B is 
completely continuous, tr B is defined independently of a choice of basis, 
and tr B is the sum of the eigenvalues of B. Then the same assertions hold 
for iB, the typical operator of trace class such that (iB)* = - iB. Finally, 
combining these results we have for any operator B of trace class that B is 
completely continuous and tr B is defined independently of a choice of basis, 
because these things are true of the symmetric and skew-symmetric parts 
of B. Q.E.D. 
Now we may state 
THEOREM 5. Let X be a positive linear functional on the *-algebra Z of 
unbounded operators on H with invarient domain D satisfying (l)-(5). Then 
there is a bounded positive operator L on H such that for all A in ‘II, 
(a”) L(H) Z D, so AL is de$ned on all of H. 
(b”) AL is a bounded operator of trace class on H, and LA is defined and 
bounded on D. 
- 
(c”) h(A) = Re(tr(AL)) = Re(tr(LA)). 
PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 4 we let Y = {y E H / 11 y 11 < l}, 
X = {x ED I 11 x 11 = I}, and V = {fA / A E VI}. Let m be the finite positive 
Baire measure on X provided by Theorem 4 (or really, by Theorem 2). Let 
{p,} be a sequence of positive measures with their supports on finite subsets 
of X and such that if f is either a continuous function on Y or else in V we 
have 
If dm = Q If dPn . 
We know such a sequence {p,J exists by Theorem 3. 
For x in X let P, denote the projection on the space spanned by x; that is, 
define P, by PJy) = (y, x) x for all y in H. Note that P,(H) CD. Define 
Ln by L = J-x P, dp,(x). S ince p,, has finite support this is really just a 
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finite positive linear combination of Pz’s with x E X _C D. Thus L, is a positive 
operator of finite rank on H and L,(H) C D. Furthermore, for y1 , yz in H we 
have 
+-Gdh 7 y2) = lip j, Vzyl , y2> ~P&I = l@ j, <yl 9 4 <x9 ~2 ~P&J 
= s x (rl , x> <x, y2) dm(x). 
In other u-ords, {L,} converges weakly to a bounded positive operator L such 
that 
<LY, , y2) = j, (Pa1 , y2> dm(x). 
Next observe that for any y in H the sequence (L,y} is a weakly convergent 
sequence in D. We would like to conclude that its weak limit, Ly is also in D. 
By (5) it is enough to know that {AL,y} is weakly convergent for all A in ‘u, 
and for this it suffices by Lemma 15 only to show that (AL,y} is a bounded 
sequence. But 
II A-&Y 11’ G (j, II AP,Y II dp,(4)2 G PAX) j, I! APzy II2 dp&) 
= p,(X) j <Ax, Ax) I (Y, 4 I2 UP, 
X 
< II Y II2 P,(X) j, @+A x, x> OPT&) = II Y II2 PAX) j,&+A dP?z * 
Therefore 11 AL,y II < KA 11~ /I where KA is independent of y and n. Thus 
lim,L,y = Ly ED. But more is true, namely, AL is defined on all of H and 
is bounded. Furthermore for yr , y2 in H we have 
(ALy, , y2) = li~(ALy, , y2) = li,m 1, (AP,yl , y2> UP, 
= s x W’,yl 1 y2) dm(x). 
To show that AL is of trace class on H let {e,} be an orthonormal basis of H. 
Then for all x in X, 
; I <Ax, en> <en , x> I < (C I (Ax, en> !2)1’2 (1 I <en , x> la)“’ 
m IL 
= II Ax II Ilx II = II Ax II < II Ax II2 + 1 
= (A+Ax, x> + <x, x> =f&>, 
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where B = I + A+A. Thus 
co > jxfa(x) dm(x) 3 j,; I (Ax, en> (e, , x> / dm(x) 
= T 1, I <Ax, c> <en I x> I dm(4 
proving that AL is of trace class. Then (AL)* is also of trace class. Since 
(AL)* 1 L*A* 2 LA* we have that the operator LA*, which is defined on D, 
has a bounded closure which is of trace class. 
Now we may compute Re tr(AL). Take a basis {en} of H and observe that 
Cn J’x @Paen, ,, e ) dm(x) is absolutely convergent by the above computa- 
tion. Thus we may interchange the summation and integration obtaining 
Re(tr(AL)) = Re c 1 (APg% , e,) dm(x) 
n x 
= Re 
0 XV% 
(APg% , e,,) dm(x) = Re 1, tr(AP,) dm(x) 
= Re 1, (Ax, x) dm(x) = j, Re(Ax, x) dm(x) 
= 
i 
xfA(x) dm(x) = X(A). 
Also we have 
h(A) = Re(tr(AL)) = Re tr((AL)*) = Re(tr((AL)*)) = Re(tr(LA+)), 
so 
h(A) = h(A+) = Re(tr(LA++)) = Re(tr(LA)). 
Q.E.D. 
This theorem is our main result in a thin disguise (and in a form which 
for some purposes is more useful), for now we may prove that the answer 
to our Question is affirmative for PI. 
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THEOREM 6. Let h be a positive linear functional on the *-algebra ‘u of 
unbounded operators on H with invarient domain D satisfying (l)-(5). Then 
there is an orthonormal sequence {e,,} in D and a corresponding sequence of positive 
real numbers {rn} such that for all A in B , the series En r,, (Ae, , e,> is absolutely 
convergent and 
h(A) = 1 r, Re(Ae, , e,). 
n 
PROOF. By Theorem 5 there is a bounded positive operator L on H such 
that L(H) C D, AL is of trace class for all A in ‘u, and A(A) = Re tr(AL). 
Then in particular L is of trace class because I E ‘u, and L = L* because L is 
positive. Therefore by Lemma 23, L is completely continuous and since 
L* = L, H has an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors { fn} of L corresponding 
to eigenvalues {r,} of L. Thus Lfn = r, fn and r,, = (Lfn , fn) > 0. Delete 
from the sequence { fn> the null vectors of L. The resulting tailored sequence 
{e,} consists of eigenvectors of L corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues r, . 
Thus e, = (l/m) Le, E D. Now we have for all A in ‘u , 
W) = WrW)) = Re c (ALfn , fn> = 1 Re<Ar,f, , fn> 
n n 
= 1 r,, WAf, , f,J = c r,, Re<Ae, , ed. 
n 12 
The absolute convergence of this series follows from the definition of trace 
class; that is, C, 1 (ALf, , fn) / is finite. Q.E.D. 
In the case when the *-algebra 8 is also a complex vector space we may 
state our results in a complex linear form. Thus we have 
THEOREM 5,. Suppose ‘?I is a complex *-algebra of unbounded operators on 
H with invarient domain D, satisfring (l)-(5). Suppose that h is a complex 
*-linear functional on (that is, h(A+) = h(A)) such that h(A) > 0 if A 3 0. 
Then there is a bounded positive operator L on H such that 
(a”) L(H) C D 
(b”) AL is a bounded operator of trace class on H 
(c”) h(A) = tr(AL) = tr(a). 
PROOF. The real linear functional Re h is a positive linear functional on ‘?I 
so by Theorem 5 L exists satisfying (a”), (b”), and (c”): 
(Re h) (A) = Re tr(AL) = Re(trm)). 
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Now 
h(A) = Re(h(A)) - i Re(h(L4)) = (Re A) (A) - i(Re A) (iA) 
= Re tr(AL) - i Re tr(iAL) = tr(AL) 
and also 
= Re tr(L4) - i Re tr(LiA) = tr(L4). 
Q.E.D. 
One may prove the following result from Theorem 6 in a similar way or we 
may deduce it from Theorem 5, in the same way that Theorem 6 was proved 
from Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 6,. Let h, 21, D, H satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5, . Then 
there is an orthonormal sequence {e,} in D and positive real numbers {rVz) such 
that 
(where the series converges absolutely) for all A in 3. 
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